
Chapter 71:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

TREASURE CHEST, MEET AGAIN

Gene stone: It can be used to break the genetic lock.

After the gene chain is tempered to 100%, it is necessary to break the gene lock to break

through and open a new gene chain.

But it is extremely difficult to break the gene lock, especially the higher the level, the
more difficult it is to open the gene lock.

requires a special method to do it.

The use of genetic rough is one of them.

Gene rough is a special item that all beasts may drop.

contains peculiar gene power that can impact gene lock.

But the probability of ordinary beasts dropping genetic stones is almost zero. The higher
the level of beasts, the higher the probability of dropping genetic stones.

Trainee-level genetic rough stones have a higher drop rate among boss-level fierce beasts.

Of course, not every boss beast will drop the original genetic stone.

Just like that, Lu Yuan could be a little excited.

I didn't expect the first boss he hunted to fall, so luck was good.

Originally, after Lu Yuan's tempering degree reached 100%, he still needed a lot of time

to hunt down the elite beasts and boss beasts, but he did not expect to obtain a genetic

stone now.

He carefully put away the rough stone, intending to use it when breaking through.

After putting away the genetic stone and the spirit crystal, Lu Yuan set his sights on the

corpse of the ancient sea giant crocodile leader.
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The corpse of the ancient sea giant crocodile chief is almost full of treasures.

The most precious nature is the unicorn on the head and the skin on the body.

Only at this stage of boss level, even the flesh and blood contains a lot of spiritual power,
eating the flesh and blood of the ancient sea giant crocodile can also increase the speed of
cultivation.

Although the spiritual power contained in the flesh and blood cannot be compared with
the spiritual crystal, the victory is very gentle to absorb.

Genetic warriors also have to eat. It is better than ordinary food to eat with the flesh and

blood of boss-level beasts.

After Lu Yuan put away the leather armors of the unicorn and the ancient sea giant
crocodile, he looked at the more than ten-meter-long corpse, his face a little tangled.

This corpse is too big, although his current war pattern space is almost eight or nine

meters in radius, if all these flesh and blood are put away, most of the space will have to

be consumed.

Lu Yuan thought for a while, but in the end he only took out the more delicious parts like

thigh meat.

After collecting the body of the leader of the ancient sea giant crocodile, Lu Yuan looked

around.

He glanced at the direction of the pool, then cast his gaze on the empty ground.

The inside of the open space was a bit dark, and Lu Yuan couldn't see what was inside.

He thought for a while, the leader of the ancient sea giant crocodile will have to come

here if he is going to die. This may be its lair, and there may be other treasures.

It's better to go in and have a look.

Luyuan moved towards the inside of the open space.

The ground is full of cracked rocks. The more you go inside, the more rancid smell

becomes, making Lu Yuan feel uncomfortable.

This taste is a bit too top.



As he deepened, Lu Yuan gradually saw the scene inside.

There are a lot of broken bone corpses on the ground. Judging from the appearance, they
are the corpses of other fierce beasts.

This should be the leftover bones of the ancient sea giant crocodile.

On the innermost side of the clearing, there is a bronze box.

After seeing the box, Lu Yuan widened his eyes slightly, revealing a look of surprise.

Fortunately, I didn’t go out directly. I didn’t expect there to be a treasure chest here?

Regardless of the unpleasant smell around him and the dung of the ancient sea giant
crocodile, he walked to the treasure chest.

There was no lock on the treasure chest, and Lu Yuan opened it easily.

Inside there is a white jade, a cyan light group and a green light group.

Inside the cyan light group is a black ring with traces of blue lines carved on it, which
looks very exquisite. Inside the green light group is a set of dark blue robes.

Lu Yuan picked up everything quickly.

The rough stone is naturally needless to say.

The black ring is called the Ring of Torrent.

After wearing it, it can greatly increase mental power, slightly increase strength, defense
and agility, not only that, this ring can also activate water arrows once after inputting

spiritual power.

just needs time to recharge after each activation, and can only be used once a day.

Lu Yuan showed a color of surprise, boss-level armed, and it was still a jewelry type, and
its preciousness was no less than the Moonstone he had now.

Lu Yuan tried to absorb the Ring of Riptide, but found that it was still a bit short.

His current tempering degree is not low, but the pressure brought by blessing the

boss-level genetic weapons is still great.



It is difficult for ordinary elite fighters to bless a boss-level weapon.

Lu Yuan’s extraordinary gene is the guardian system, plus a lot of Moonstone Essence and

Moonstone Spirit Dew, the body is very powerful now, but if you want to bless the second

one, you have to upgrade it a little bit.

It should be enough until the tempering degree is full.

Lu Yuan put away the Ring of Torrent, planning to absorb it again at that time.

The dark blue robe is the elemental warrior weapon that mainly enhances the spiritual
power. For Lu Yuan, it has no particular effect.

He put away the robe, and plans to auction it at that time.

After , Lu Yuan searched other areas of the open land.

After making sure that there was nothing missing, he jumped into the pool.

Below the waterhole is a passage, and Luyuan swims along the passage all the way, and
soon comes to the bottom of the more empty waterhole.

You can see spots of sunlight coming down from above.

Luyuan went upstream and soon came out of the pool in the valley.

The water pool is full of ancient sea giant crocodile corpses, and the pool water is red

with a hint of blood.

The edge of the land swims out of the pool, without stopping too much, leaving the valley
directly along the river.

After walking some distance along the river bank outside the valley, Lu Yuan breathed a

sigh of relief and smiled.

The gain this time is too great.

directly obtained two genetic rough stones, an elite-level transcendent gene, two
boss-level weapons, two elite weapons, and some materials and flesh and blood of the

ancient sea giant crocodile leader.

This might add up to millions of spiritual crystals, right?



Lu Yuan took a deep breath and turned and entered the jungle.

It didn't take long before he found a quiet clearing against the mountain wall before

stopping to rest.

Before, he used a bottle of powerful healing potion to recover his injury. Now the injury

has almost recovered. It's just such a fierce battle, and his body and spirit are still a bit

exhausted. He plans to rest here today.

Lu Yuan took out the grill, and another bit of ancient sea giant crocodile meat, intending
to roast the flesh and blood of the boss-level beast.

He found a place to sit down and began to barbecue.

The flame rose up, and the flesh and blood quickly turned golden yellow after adding the

seasoning. The oil continued to drip into the flame and sizzled, making Lu Yuan couldn't
help swallowing his mouth.

I heard that the flesh and blood of the boss-level fierce beasts tastes very good, but I
didn't expect it to be so fragrant!

His cooking skills are so thin that he can bake it so delicious, it's all the deliciousness of
the ingredients themselves.

While Lu Yuan was waiting for the barbecue to be cooked, there was a faint voice around
him:

"Ok?"

Lu Yuan was stunned when he heard the sound ~www.mtlnovel.com~, then cold sweat

broke out from his back, and his hair exploded.

Fuck? !

Is there someone on the ** side? ?

With all his strength, he rushed to the side at the fastest speed in his history and looked in

the direction of the sound.

Then he saw a cat man squatting on the edge of his previous position, his eyes fixed on

the golden barbecue.



His long black hair was draped behind her, her black cat's ears trembled slightly, and her

black tail wobbled a little bit. Only the white and beautiful face was expressionless.

Under the sunset, this beautiful catwoman is like a black elf.

However, there was a chill in Lu Yuan's heart.

This catwoman, isn't it the last time he saw the catwoman in the desert, chasing after the
sand crocodile leader? !

That was the most powerful genetic warrior Lu Yuan had ever seen, and he was extremely

impressed.

Just when did this catwoman come to Guhai Oasis?

And when did she appear next to him? !

He doesn't even feel at all? ?

Lu Yuan was sweating cold from behind. If the catwoman had done something to him just

now, he would have died.

Although he has always been vigilant and driving a dark iron body, he doesn't think that
his defense can be effective against a monster that can run a boss- level beast.

Am I going to run now?

Seeing this catwoman's speed last time, I can't seem to run?

How to do?

With such a great harvest this time, is it possible to make a wedding dress for someone?

Lu Yuan looked at Catwoman, his thoughts turned quickly.

Just as Lu Yuan was thinking, Catwoman turned her head to look at Lu Yuan, her
jet-black eyes were nothing.

"It's getting burnt."

Lu Yuan: "?"
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